
SprayMop Kits

Over the years substantial advances have been made in fabric composition and 
efficiency of individual mop heads and, once again, specific requirements must be taken 
into account in the selection of the appropriate specification for the floor areas to be 
maintained. 
In principle the long established Kentucky mop provides substantial water-holding capacity, 
allowing floors to be washed and virtually dried and is still 
favoured in many warmer climates.
The Loop Flat mop provides all the convenience of flat 
mopping with a moderate water-holding capacity.
The NyloStripe Microfibre mop represents the best of all 
worlds with good water-holding capacity and excellent 
cleaning performance by virtue of the active nylon cleaning 
bar design, allowing floors to be cleaned quicker, with less 
liquid, thus providing a shorter drying time.

Kentucky Mops

Firstly chose a mopping system that suits your 
needs and the areas to be cleaned.  Now choose 
the actual mop type that suits the application and 
the person, or people, that will actually do the 
cleaning.  The correct selection at the beginning will 
give you a good result at the end.

SprayMop(s) for spot cleaning; sponge mops for 
smaller areas with the big advantage of being fully 
self-contained and self-cleaning; Kentucky mops 
for floor washing, plenty of water down and plenty 
up again; flat mops for high efficiency, fast floor 
cleaning, covering large areas in double quick time.  
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Hang-On MopsPocket Mops Velcro Mops

Slalom 40cm Hang-on Nylostripe Microfibre 
Mop available in Blue, Red, Green or Yellow, 
Fits DTK3

Slalom 40cm Pocket Nylostripe Microfibre 
Mop available in Blue, Red, Green or Yellow, 
Fits DTK2

Slalom 40cm Velcro Nylostripe Microfibre 
Mop available in Blue, Red, Green or Yellow, 
Fits DTK4

Slalom 40cm Hang-on Loop Mop Fits DTK3Slalom 40cm Pocket Loop Mop Fits DTK2 Slalom 40cm Velcro Loop Mop Fits DTK4

Monsoon Bactiguard 400gr Loop and 
Web Kentucky Mop, Green, Fits DTK1
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MultiMop 30 Super clean 
floors, not to mention walls 
and even ceilings.
Our long established giant 
35cm sponge mop that 
absorbs more 
than 10 times its 
own weight in 
liquid.  Virtually 
self-cleaning in  
use due to the 
unique “Squeeze 
Clean” action.

SprayMop Master SMM40
The professional spot cleaning 

system with all the benefits of our 
unique Nylostripe microfibre mop heads 

and a built in 
pump action 

reservoir for your 
chosen cleaning 

preparation.

Hi-Bak 1812 The Hi-Bak 
1812 is a true 
professional, compact 
and effective two bucket 
system in a single 
bucket.  The clean water 
capacity is a full 18-litres 
and our unique dual 
press allows use with flat 
or Kentucky mops.

DualMop 1520 A truly practical, 
compact dual bucket system, easier 
to use than most.              
Full access to both 
buckets and the 
superb dual press 
allows use with 
Kentucky, flat 
microfibre and loop 
mops.  Robust 
construction, fully 
mobile and good 
looking, you won’t 
find better.

The Dual Press 
allows use with 
both Kentucky 
and flat mops.

The 2815W has all 
the features of the 2815 but 

incorporates a clever onboard 30-litre lidded 
waste bin and deep storage tray – allowing 
increased scope within the cleaning regime. 

TwinMop 2815/2815W The TwinMop series is a world first being 
compact in size, robust in construction and incorporating our unique 
AWS (Automatic Water Separation) system.
AWS means you only work from the one front, oversize, 28-litre, clean 
water bucket, with dirty water automatically discharged into the rear, red 
dirty water pail.

4 colours 
allows colour-
coded control.

4 colours allows 
colour-coded control.

Kentucky
Mop

Simple, 
Effective, Quick 
and Complete


